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INTERIM PLATFORM 2
ONE STAR PRESS (PARIS) / BOOK WORKS (LONDON) / OHIO
PHOTOMAGAZIN (COLOGNE)
Opening: January 29, 2003, 7pm
Duration of exhibition: 30/01/2003 to 21/02/2003

Press release
Interim Platform II is dedicated to three great publisher's projects from Cologne, London and Paris:

onestar press - a collection of books movies and multiples by artists - is an artist-managed press
dedicated to the production of books and multiples and distribution of movies by artists. Onestar Press
was founded by the french artist Christophe Boutin in 2000. Together with Mélanie Scarciglia and
Sébastian de Ganay they have realized more than 50 projects. The artists of their program are such
as Philippe Cazal, Beat Streuli, Matthias Herrmann or Hans Schabus.
(www.onestarpress.com)

The Mission of Book Works is to commission and produce new books and text-based projects in
collaboration with contemporary artists and writers. Book Works has been commissioning new works
by artists and writers since 1984; publishing and producing books, multiples, videos, CD-Roms, and
internet/new media projects. It has also realised and co-ordinated exhibitions, installations, time-based
and performance works and organised discussions and events. Equally important to Book Works is
the dissemination of the work to a wide and varied audience.
(www.bookworks-uk.ltd.uk)

Ohio Photomagazin was founded in 1995 by Uschi Huber and Jörg Paul Janka. The magazin is
publishing photographical projects without any word of explanation. Images from the privat and the
public space, from the daily press and the internet get together to a unity. Ohio Magazin is dedicated
to the power and the self-reference of pictures which don't follow superior structures or aims. Ohio is
available as printed version as well as on video-tape.
(www.ohiomagazine.de)
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